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Summary. Fundamental problems exist with the classica l character isation of agglomeration

economies, since such de® nitions do not re¯ ect the various cost issues on which ® rms may wish

to economise. A lack of understanding of the relationship between the notions of market

hierarchies and locatio nal behaviour leads to confusion not only in applied economic interpret-

ation, but more fundamentally in the construction of theoretica l locatio n models. In particular,

neo-class ical location theory can be shown to be crucially ¯ awed as a basis for spatial analysis .

This paper therefore attempts to provide an alternative de® nition of the various types of

agglomeration economies such that the various strands of economic theory might be used in a

more rigorous manner in the discussion of spatial increasing returns.

Introduction

The advent of the `New Growth’ theories has

led to a recent revival of interest in the nature

of endogenous technological change. In par-

ticular, Paul Krugman’ s (1991) book Ge-

ography and Trade and Brian Arthur’ s

(1990) paper `Positive feedbacks in the econ-

omy’ have both re-stimulated the discussion

as to exactly what role space and location

play in such questions of growth. Yet, for

urban and regional economists these are not

new questions, since such discussions are at

the very heart of the discipline. Indeed, the

role which space and distance play in deter-

mining the nature and behaviour of the econ-

omy is the central departure point which

de® nes the urban and regional economic

paradigm. Here, the spatial corollary of aspa-

tial increasing returns to scale is economies

of agglomeration, and the spatial corollary of

aspatial decreasing returns to scale is disec-

onomies of agglomeration. However, behind

this terminology lie the questions as to why,

when, where and under what condition s such

processes should occur in space. These ques-

tions are fundamentally questions of loca-

tion.

The microeconomic methodology which

urban and regional economic analysis offers

in order to try to answer such questions is

location theory. This is a major ® eld in its

own right. Yet, when we attempt to use these

theories in order to explain the phenomenon

of modern real-world agglomeration tenden-

cies, and especially those which involve me-

dium or large-scale ® rms, then we are faced

with two frequently observed phenomena

which are very dif® cult to explain using ex-

isting paradigms. The ® rst paradoxical

phenomenon we often see, is that a large

proportion of ® rms have few or no trading
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links with other local ® rms in the same

industry, even when there is a strong

spatial clustering of a particular industrial

sector. As such, the validity of the notion

of the importance of localisation economies

becomes somewhat questionable. Secondly ,

a large proportion of ® rms have few or no

trading links with other ® rms or households

either in the same urban area or even in

the same geographical region in which

they are located, even though the area com-

prises a clustering of various economic

activities. As such, the validity of the notion

of the importance of urbanisation economies

becomes somewhat questionable, at least

as far as the location of intermediate

goods suppliers and ® nal consumer markets

is concerned. These paradoxes are further

reinforced by the fact that they frequently

occur simultaneously. Given that there is

nothing inherently spatial about increasing

returns to scale per se,1 then applied research

frequently ® nds itself at something of an

impasse when faced with analysing one

of the many cases where spatial clustering

occurs without any signi ® cant local input±

output relationships. Under these circum-

stances, researchers may resort to discussions

as to the possible importance of localised

information ¯ ows. However, such spatial

clustering often takes place either in

industries in which the innovation rate and

the speed of technological change are not

high or, alternatively, in industries which

also coordinate complex activities on a

global scale. All of these observations

therefore still leave us with the fundamental

unanswered question as to why clustering

should take place.

This paper will argue that the extent to

which existing location theory can provide a

theoretical underpinning for discussions as to

the nature of real-world agglomeration econ-

omies or diseconomies of scale is rather lim-

ited. The reason for this is that underlying

spatial economic questions are questions

of the nature of production hierarchies.

A lack of conceptual clarity on this point

has led to several de® nitional problems

concerning, ® rst, the construction of location

theory models and, secondly, the character-

isation of various types of agglomeration

economiesÐ i.e. internal returns to scale,

localisation economies and urbanisation

economies. The result is that as soon as

any theoretical location models which allow

for input substitution are used as a basis for

discussing real-world spatial phenomena,

then we immediately run into several prob-

lematic issues of de® nition and meaning.

This creates a further problem in that, since

input substitution behaviour is the funda-

mental tenet of existing microeconomic

theories of the ® rm, these conceptual prob-

lems must necessarily be overcome in order

to give the ® rm in space a philosophical basis

which is reconcilable with that of the aspatial

® rm. Otherwise, spatial economics will have

nothing unique to contribute to the general

aspatial debate as to the nature and behaviour

of the ® rm.

It will be shown that these conceptual

problems can be overcome by simply

de® ning the input substitution behaviour of

the ® rm in space in exactly the same way as

that of the aspatial ® rmÐ i.e. by de® ning

capital, labour and land production factors as

being mutually substitutable. The variable

proportions characteristics of the inputs , and

how these might be related to space, can then

be discussed in the standard manner without

the need for similar properties also to be

ascribed to purchased inputs . Since each of

the above issues will itself be associated with

different kinds of real-world spatial costs,

then the only way in which these various

costs can be conceptually distinguished and

analysed by location theory is by assuming

that the physical input±output characteristics

of any particular product are ® xed. Given

that the applied economic analysis of ag-

glomerative behaviour necessarily involves

discussions as to the types of ® rm in a clus-

ter, then the conceptual distinction between

these various spatial cost components is ab-

solutely crucial if we are to be able to explain

or predict such phenomena. Indeed, the fun-

damental problem inherent in the present

de® nition of the various types of agglomer-

ation economies is that they do not re¯ ect the
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Figure 1. Location triangle .

various types of spatial costs which a ® rm

faces. Therefore, for observed locational

phenomena, the relative importance of the

various cost considerations which ® rms will

have implicitly weighed against one another

and selectively economised on by their

locational behaviour, may not be re¯ ected in

the resulting agglomeration characterisation.

Unless the de® nition of both location models

and economies of agglomeration follow the

lines which distinguish the various kinds of

spatial costs a ® rm simultaneously faces,

then our ability to explain such phenomena

will be limited. As such, not only is there

very little use for the existing theoretical

locational models, as they are presently

de® ned, as an analytical basis for describing

observed phenomena, but also these

de® nitional problems themselves largely

contribute to the observed paradoxes outlined

above.

In order to see that this is the case, it is

® rst necessary to re-think exactly what is

meant by the construction of neoclassical

location theory models.

Neoclassical Location Models: A Problem

of De® nition and Meaning

In 1958 Moses provided the initial fusion of

location theory with production theory. Since

then, many authors have developed this ap-

proach along similar lines.

The general methodology can be described

as follows. It is possible to set up a Weberian

locational triangle I1,I2R as in Figure 1,

which represents the simplest two-dimen-

sional spatial con® guration within which a

comparative static analysis could be

achieved. I1 and I2 are the exogenously ® xed

spatial points from which a ® rm may pur-

chase inputs M1 and M 2 respectively, and R is

the exogenously de® ned ® xed market point

of consumption of the product M3 produced

or to be produced by the ® rm in question, K .

The market point could be a single ® rm, or

an agglomeration of ® rms/consumers, and

® xed in this sense implies that any locational

movement of the ® rm K is not simul-

taneously associated with a locational change

in the ® rm’ s customer or suppliers. Any such

movement would take place in subsequent

time periods, and as such, the model charac-

terises a particular point in time, of what may

be an evolutionary process.

We de ® ne the source prices of M1 and M2

shipped from I1 and I2 to K as c1 and c2

respectively. We assume that transport tech-

nology is unchangingÐ i.e. we assume that

for any given material load being carried

over any given distance the per ton-mile

transport rate remains constant. (This does
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not imply that transport rates are linear with

haulage distance or haulage weight.) We also

assume that M 3 5 f (M1, M 2) where M1 and

M2 are continuously substitutable. The two

problems are:

(1) For constant relative input prices, under

what conditions will a ® rm’ s optimum

location be independent of the level of

output?

(2) How is the optimum location of K affec-

ted by relative changes in the source

prices c1 and c2 of the products M1 and

M 2?

The mathematical treatment of such prob-

lems within the neo-classical locational

paradigm is well understood. On the ® rst

point, the general conclusion here is that

where transport rates are linear or are con-

cave with distance, then the solutions pro-

vided to these problems depend solely on the

production function of the ® rm being homo-

geneous of degree one (Khalili et al., 1974;

Miller and Jensen, 1978). Where transport

rates are concave with haulage weight, then

the marginal productivity of the inputs also

becomes an issue (O’ Brien and Shieh, 1989;

Olsen and Shieh, 1990). Meanwhile, on the

second point, the solutions here will depend

not only on the nature of a ® rm’ s production

function, but also on the elasticity of trans-

port rates with respect to both haulage dis-

tances and haulage volumes.

There is, however, a fundamental philo-

sophical problem of the extent to which such

an approach is able to tell us anything what-

soever about observed phenomena in real-

world space. The reason is that the problem

as set has little real-world economic mean-

ing. This needs to be explained.

A ® rm can be de® ned as a production

entity. A ® rm produces outputs by the ac-

tivity of combined production factors and, in

aspatial theories of the ® rm, the ® rm is

de® ned in terms of what it does, i.e. it is

de® ned by what it makes. This is the refer-

ence point by which individual markets are

de® ned, since the `supply side’ of any market

comprises all the ® rms producing, or able to

produce, the good in question, and the `de-

mand side’ are all the persons wishing to

consume that particular good. Therefore, it is

the nature of the good produced which al-

lows us to discuss output prices and quanti-

ties, price elasticities and market structure.

Consequently, it is the nature of the product

produced which de ® nes the relationships be-

tween individual markets, since the physical

characteristics of a product will determine its

complements and its substitutes. As such, a

change in what a ® rm produces de® nes

whether it has now moved into a different

market. Similarly, where ® rms produce many

different products, then changes in the range

and distribution of outputs produced will re-

sult in the same thing. The reason for this is

that the market for a particular good is sim-

ply a particular linkage within a hierarchical

chain of value-adding and consumption. Het-

erogeneity of goods markets implies hetero-

geneity of production chains, irrespective of

whether the goods are intermediate or ® nal

consumption goods (Williamson, 1975).

Spatial economic theory takes this ap-

proach one step further. Whereas for aspatial

economic theory the one base question is

what is produced and consumed at a linkage

point, for spatial economic theory there are

two base questions, since there is also the

simultaneous additiona l question of where

this linkage takes place. This is the dual

problem which location theory attempts to

answer.

In order to answer this dual problem it is

necessary to begin with an analytical refer-

ence point which de ® nes the problem.

Whereas in aspatial economics this point is

the nature of the good to be traded, in spatial

economics the reference point can be either

the nature of the product traded or the spatial

point at which a linkage could occur. An

example of the former approach is that of

neoclassical and Weberian location theory

within a two-dimensional space. In this case,

the analytical reference point is the nature of

the product produced, or to be produced, by

the ® rm K . This is what de® nes which input

source points I1 and I2, and which output

consumption point R, can be included in the
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construction of the problem. It is irrelevant

where these points actually are in space, in

that the analytical procedure will still be able

to resolve the problem of the optimum loca-

tion of the ® rm. All that is required for the

theoretical spatial problem to have an econ-

omic meaning, is for the points I1 and I2 to be

de® ned as being immediately below K in the

production chain, and for the point R to be

immediately above K in the production

chain. Assuming that I1 and I2 cannot pro-

duce the good M3, then there is no direct

linkage between I1 or I2 and R . As such,

without the ® rm K there is a missing market

for the good M 3 at R . Therefore, the very

rationale for the existence of the ® rm K is

that this would ® ll this missing market at R

by setting up two intermediate markets at K;

i.e. a market for M 1 between I1and K , a

market for M2 between I2 and K . The ® rm K

can then set up a market for M3 between K

and R. The existence of K consequently com-

pletes this particular consumption chain in

space, and the problem of ® nding the opti-

mum location for K is therefore the problem

of not only setting up the particular product

chain, but also of maximising its ef® ciency

by adjusting its con® guration in space.

The nature of the good traded is also the

fundamental reference point behind the con-

struction of the Loschian, Hotelling or von

ThuÈ nen types of location model.

An example of the latter approach is where

we take the spatial location as the analytical

reference point, and then discuss the effect of

changes in what is produced in the ® rm

located at that spatial point. This approach is

the location theory equivalent of the trade-

theory question, i.e. which good should a

particular region specialise in producing. In

other words, we assume factor mobility be-

tween sectors, but factor immobility between

geographical regions. Then we combine in-

formation on the cost of local factor inputs

and the product market price, with infor-

mation on the location of markets and com-

petitor ® rms in the case of each particular

product. Space is the analytical reference

point, and the product hierarchy is chosen so

as to maximise the ef® ciency of the particu-

lar spatial con® guration. In this particular

case, although we analyse different potential

product regimes, i.e. different potential mar-

kets and hierarchical production and con-

sumption chains, the reason that we know

that we are still discussing the same ® rm is

that the ® rm has been de® ned as being situ-

ated in space, rather than in a particular

product hierarchy.

In spatial economic analysis, the perma-

nent existence of either one of these base

questions, what or where, is always necess-

ary for the construction of a model to explain

why observed phenomena occur, and the

philosophical problem with neoclassical lo-

cation theory is that this fundamental re-

quirement of an analytical reference point is

not ful® lled. The model is violated by its

own assumptions, such that although it

makes sense mathematically, it has almost no

real-world economic meaning. The problem

centres around the neoclassical location the-

ory de® nition of a production function.

In Moses’ original paper, a change in the

relative source prices of the inputs M1 and M2

will induce a change in the proportions of

each input consumed and a simultaneous

change in the location of the ® rm towards

one input point and away from the other

point. Similarly, as the ® rm purchases a

greater quantity of input in response to an

expansion in its own output demand, if the

production function optimum relationships

between M 1 and M2 change for constant input

source prices, then the same thing will hap-

pen. Yet, behind this paradigm is the implicit

assumption that changing the relative propor-

tions of inputs M 1 and M2 consumed will not

change the nature of the product M3. In terms

of the production of physical goods, this

assumption is entirely unrealistic.

Physical products are de® ned in terms of

their physical composition and characteris-

ticsÐ i.e. bulk, weight, shape and material

content. It is the particular combination of

such attributes which distinguishes one par-

ticular product from another, and the price of

a good is the value which a consumer as-

cribes to a unit weight of this particular

combination of characteristics and attributes.
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A product may have exactly the same pro-

portionate material content as another prod-

uct, although its shape may be completely

different. Therefore, these two products each

embody different bundles of attributes. Simi-

larly, the shape and visual appearance of one

product may be the same as that of another

product, but if they are made from different

materials, or different combinations of the

same material, then their material proper-

tiesÐ i.e. durability, strength, reliabilityÐ

will differ. Although products can be

disguised in the short run so as to appear like

other products, as long as consumers are not

systematically unable to discover the durabil-

ity, strength and reliability properties of the

good, then the conclusion remains that a

change in the physical composition of a good

changes the good itself and its accompanying

utility-bearing attributes. Furthermore, the

fact that prices vary with overall quantities

consumed does not affect this principle ei-

ther, since the quantity consumed is still a

multiple of a particular good, embodying a

particular set of characteristics. Therefore, as

far as the consumer is concerned, differences

in these characteristics and properties will

determine the market conditions for one

good from another and, consequently, it is

these same characteristics and properties of

the good which a particular ® rm produces

which will determine that ® rm’ s potential

suppliers and customers. The reason is that

the de ® nition of the good de® nes the hier-

archy of value-adding and consumption in

which a ® rm will be at that moment. It is not

possible to produce a given quantity of a

particular output good from continuously

substitutable purchased inputs , as distinct

from capital and labour production factor

inputs , without changing the output good

itself.

Within the simple two-input/one-output

model characterised by the Weberian tri-

angle, a simultaneous change in both the

location of the ® rm and the relative propor-

tions of purchased inputs consumed by the

® rm means that both the location of the ® rm

and the product it produces have changed.

Furthermore, all sideways changes in loca-

tionÐ i.e. movements relatively towards one

input source and away from anotherÐ will be

accompanied by changes in the product pro-

duced, and all product changes will be ac-

companied by location changes. One is never

without the other. Under these conditions,

how do we know that the spatial points I1 and

I2 and R are still the immediately preceding

and the immediately subsequent points in the

hierarchical chain of value-adding and con-

sumption in which the ® rm K will ® nd itself,

and against which we can measure spatial

dimensions? The simple answer is that we do

not. (See Appendix 1 for possible defences

of the model.) Physical goods inherently

have a qualitative nature, and to de® ne physi-

cal goods purely in quantitative terms such as

weight or volume, destroys our ability to

indicate what is produced. If we cannot indi-

cate what is produced, then we cannot dis-

cuss either markets or hierarchies. There are

too many variables, and the model as set

becomes meaningless as a basis for dis-

cussing why we observe that particular types

of ® rm producing particular products exhibit

particular types of locational behaviour. The

reason is that physical products do not dis-

play the same variable proportions character-

istics as production factors. The diminishing

marginal returns philosophical justi ® cation

for the assumption of continuous substi-

tution, when discussing either the productive

ability of the relationship between labour

inputs and capital goods, or the utility-bear-

ing properties of consumption goods, simply

does not hold when applied to purchases.

This is because productive ability and con-

sumer utility are homogeneous abstract

goods, whereas purchases are heterogeneous

physical goods. Abstract goods only have a

quantitative dimension inherently, and a

qualitative dimension can only be given to

such goods by also specifying the nature of

what action is done. As far as manufacturing

is concerned, this is de ® ned by distingu ishing

which particular goods are produced. (It is

possible to apply this same kind of reasoning

to the question of returns to scale. See Ap-

pendix 3.)

Apparently, the model could therefore

only have any real meaning if we were to
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characterise M3 as a generic good such as

cars in general, or computers in general. Yet,

this level of generality would then leave us

with a model in which the de® nition of the

® rm is too broad with respect to the

de® nition of space. For example, in this par-

ticular case it would be impossible to dis-

tinguish between a ® rm producing

automobiles from ones producing aircraft,

computers, arti® cial limbs or hearing aids,

since all of these goods are largely made

from the same kinds of basic material. As

such, the relative input and output transport

costs per ton-mile experienced by these ® rms

will be very similar. Therefore, if the

de® nition of the good M3 becomes general to

the level of an individual manufacturing sec-

tor, then it becomes impossible to say any-

thing more speci® c than that K represents

manufacturing industry in general. As far as

location is concerned, we have progressed no

further than the Hecksher±Ohlin theory. (See

Appendix 2).

Rede® ning the Costs of Space and Dis-

tance

For spatial economics, the fundamental dis-

tinction it is initially necessary to make is

between the costs incurred in the overcoming

of space, and the costs incurred by nature of

being located at a point in space. The theor-

etical treatment of these two types of cost

issue then immediately leads to two different

paradigms, based on the assumption of two

different kinds of production function.

The ® rst kind of location costs analytical

paradigm, is the distance-transactions costs

paradigm, which is based on the input±output

production function for purchases and out-

puts discussed in detail above. If we assume

a linear input±output function for physical

goods, then we can also discuss the question

of the costs of inter- ® rm linkages within a

production hierarchy in two-dimensional

space. This is the paradigm adopted by the

growth pole concept of Perroux (1950) . As

such, the pattern of trading networks between

nodal points becomes the focus of this analy-

sis. In this distance-transactions costs

paradigm, the costs which a ® rm must incur

are the costs generated by the shipping of a

well-de ® ned standard good between points in

space. Such distance costs will comprise

transport costs, telecommunications costs

and the costs of inter- ® rm executive travel. If

the product and product hierarchy are un-

changing, then the latter two types of cost

will be generally very low relative to the

material shipment costs. This is because the

necessary frequency of such contacts will be

low, due to the fact that well-de® ned legal

contracts will ensure what is to be transacted.

Here, the characteristics of the good being

produced are the fundamental issue govern-

ing the distance±transactions costs, since it is

these which determine the volumes and char-

acteristics of the linearly-related input and

output goods to be shipped over space. The

analytical base question here is what is pro-

duced.

The second kind of location cost analytical

paradigm is the location-speci® c factor cost-

ef® ciency paradigm, which is based on the

standard neoclassical production function for

factor inputs . The base question in this case

is where is production. This paradigm is

represented by the New Urban Economics,

and the ef® ciency-wage theories. When ap-

plied to the question of factor costs at a point

in space, the costs which a ® rm will incur in

order to produce a particular good at any

particular place, are the costs of local capital,

land and labour inputs .
2

As well as distance-transactions costs

and location-speci® c factor ef® ciency costs,

there is a third entirely different cost issue

which a ® rm must face when considering

the costs of location and space, and which

automatically leads us to a third analytical

paradigm. This other issue is the question

of the nature and stability of the production

and consumption hierarchy in which a ® rm

® nds itself.

In the two previous analytical paradigms

the models can be well-de® ned because it

is implicitly assumed that there is a stable

production and consumption hierarchy which

allows us to discuss either factor product-

ivity
3

and/or the locations of input sources
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and/or market points . However, in many in-

dustrial sectors, the nature of the products or

service produced are continuously changing .

Under these circumstances it is not possible

for a ® rm to know or de ® ne which spatial or

aspatial hierarchy it will ® nd itself in at any

point of time in the future. If the speed of an

individual product and hierarchical change is

faster than the time which, concomitant with

a single change in product and hierarchy, a

® rm would need in order to identify a better

new location and to purchase the site and

re-train the local workforce, then the ® rm

will be unable to adjust optimally its loca-

tional behaviour in line with such continual

changes. Examples of this phenomenon are

the cases of the central capital markets, the

electronics industry and the high-quality gar-

ment industry. The product produced by the

capital market is the funding required for a

speci® c project. However, the particular

® nancing arrangements will be different for

almost every single projectÐ i.e. the product

produced by the industry is always chang-

ingÐ and this means that different syndicates

of ® rms and individuals will need to be

constructed for each case. Similarly, in the

electronics industry, the fact that product

life-cycles are extremely short means that

products are continuously evolving . In both

of these cases, production hierarchies must

therefore be continuously renegotiated and

syndicates set up. Face-to-face contacts are

required in order to do this, because this is

the only medium as yet which can

suf® ciently convey the richness and com-

plexity of such informal, tacit and formal

information transactions. Therefore, if the

perceived opportunity costs of not being able

to maintain continuous face-to-face contact

with other ® rms and/or customers in order to

allow the maximum level of negotiation and

coordination of activities, always outweigh
4

the bene® ts of lower factor prices at alterna-

tive locations which would allow less-intense

face-to-face contact due to distance, then

any consideration of alternative locations

for ® rms in such industries, other than at

locations next to the other ® rms perform-

ing similar activities, is completely ruled

out.5 This also explains why the quality gar-

ment industry which produces goods on a

customised basis tends to be so spatially

concentrated.

We can de® ne these costs as hierarchy-co-

ordination costs, and the approach which it is

necessary to use in order to discuss the loca-

tional implications of these costs as the hier-

archy-negotiation costs paradigm.

The three quite distinct supply-side cost

issues described here will combine to deter-

mine the extent to which economies or disec-

onomies of agglomeration will occur for a

® rm or a group of ® rms. These issues are not

at all sectoral, in the sense of Standard Indus-

trial Classi® cation sectors, but are related to

the nature of the products produced, and the

concomitant input±output production hier-

archies. If the hierarchy-coordination costs

issue is clearly the most signi ® cant for a ® rm,

then the locational behaviour of the ® rm can

only be analysed by adopting a probabilistic

approach which broadly follows the argu-

ment outlined in Alchian’ s (1950) classic

paper. In this case, the two-dimensional opti-

mal location models cannot be constructed in

space, because the production hierarchy is

not even clearly de® ned aspatially. On the

other hand, if it is not the case that hierarchy-

coordination costs are the most important

cost issue facing the ® rm, then we can as-

sume a certain stability in a ® rm’ s input±out-

put relationships over space. Under these

circumstances, the locational behaviour of

the ® rm can indeed be analysed by using a

two-dimensional model which combines the

distance-transaction costs and the location-

speci® c factor ef® ciency costs into a single

model, while still explicitly distingu ishing

between them. This is exactly the approach

of Weber and Isard (1951) , although here the

conclusions can be made much richer by

incorporating the `pull’ of the market into the

model. This can be done within a dynamic

time setting, via the use of an inventory

model (See McCann, 1993).

All of the discussion so far has been con-

cerned with the supply-side cost issues which

will determine whether or not ® rms will tend

to cluster together. However, the existing
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literature characterises one further potential

source of agglomerative behaviour, namely

the location and size of the market area. The

argument here is that many ® rms which are

selling goods to household or industr ial cus-

tomers will need to ensure maximum market

exposure, and that the grouping of such sales

outlets will maximise the total consumer in-

terest in the products available for saleÐ e.g.

shopping malls, restaurants and rows of car

showrooms.

These demand-side locational consider-

ations can also be treated in exactly the same

way as the manner by which the various

supply-side cost locational cost consider-

ations were distinguishedÐ i.e. by discussing

the hierarchical chain of production and con-

sumption. In such cases, the ® nal link in the

hierarchical chain of production and con-

sumption is not well-de ® ned: it is not certain

who and where is the ® nal consumer. Since a

change in ® nal consumer implies a change in

the hierarchical production and consumption

chain, then even for a stable input±output

production hierarchy, the ® rm must decide its

optimum location in an environment of con-

tinuous ly changing production and consump-

tion hierarchies, which as we have seen, will

imply changes in the spatial problem as set.

This means that the ® rm must address a

locational problem which includes all the

potential locations of all potential customers,

as well as all other locational cost issues.

This is clearly impossible. The uncertainties

involved in such a dynamically changing

hierarchical environment mean that the cal-

culation of a de® nitive optimum location is

not possible, and therefore the best location,

ceteris paribus, will be that location at which

the maximum number of ® nal links in poten-

tial consumption hierarchies are likely to be

coincidental. The reasoning behind this is

that, otherwise, the ® rm will incur the oppor-

tunity cost of lost hierarchical chains (i.e. lost

sales) by not being at the point of maximum

coincidence. This is sales maximisation be-

haviour, and the location thus chosen will be

in an area of population density.
6

It is clear

that this form of locational problem, and the

resulting behaviour of the ® rm, is a similar

problem to that encountered in the hierarchy-

negotiation costs paradigm, although in this

case the hierarchy is not well-de® ned even

though the product may be so. We can call

this problem the hierarchy-coincidence op-

portunity costs problem, since the aim of the

® rm here is to minimise the opportunity costs

of a lack of hierarchy coincidence. The

method of analysis here would normally be

referred to as sales maximisation principle,

although the important point is that the ques-

tion of hierarchies is still at the root of such

behaviour.

We now have four fundamentally different

cost and revenue issues which are associated

with the location of the ® rm, and which will

need to be weighed against one another in

order for the ® rm to come to some sort of

location decision. The ® rst two issues,

namely the distance-transaction costs and the

location-speci® c factor ef® ciency costs, will

always be present, and will therefore always

need to be considered by the ® rm when

making a locational decision. Either or both

of the latter two issues, namely the hier-

archy-coordination costs and the hierarchy-

coincidence opportunity costs, may or may

not exist for the ® rm in questionÐ e.g. many

retail ® rms are also continually in the process

of changing their sales produce, such that the

costs of both hierarchy coordination and hi-

erarchy coincidence will become dif ® cult to

distinguish.. Where these latter two issues do

not exist for the ® rm, or where their import-

ance relative to the two former issues is very

limited, then the optimum location decision

of the ® rm can be analysed primarily in a

classical manner. On the other hand, if either

or both of these latter two cost issues do

exist, and the combined importance of these

issues is great with respect to the two former

issues, then the locational behaviour of the

® rm must be discussed primarily in terms of

a probabilistic paradigm. In other words,

whichever types of cost issue are clearly the

most important for the ® rm will be the cost

issues on which the ® rm will primarily at-

tempt to economise and, for many ® rms, one

cost issue which re¯ ects a clear characteristic

of the product or service produced by the
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® rm, will tend to dominate all the others. For

example, steel is a non-changing heavy prod-

uct requiring non-changing heavy coal in-

puts, such that weight and transport costs are

the crucial consideration. For ® rms produc-

ing customised products, the product charac-

teristic demands hierarchy coincidenceÐ i.e.

face-to-face contacts with customers. For

® rms producing a wide variety of goods des-

tined for distribution warehouses, the major

need for the ® rm will be highly-skilled work-

ers (or low costs of training). The resulting

locational behaviour of the ® rm re¯ ects an

implicit or explicit attempt to economise pri-

marily on one or more particular cost compo-

nents associated with location. Therefore,

where such behaviour results in several ® rms

being spatially clustered, then in order to

identify why this has occurred, it is necessary

to discuss which particular cost issues each

® rm has been attempting to economise on by

such clustering, since the various agglomer-

ation economies which each ® rm will have

realised will re¯ ect one or more of the four

various locational cost issues outlined above.

If either or both of the former two issues,

namely the distance-transaction costs and the

location-speci® c factor ef® ciency costs, are

the major cost concern of the ® rm, then it is

likely that all such ® rms in similar positions
7

in the same industrial sector would be lo-

cated at more or less the same spatial point,

assuming that they must buy from the same

suppliers, and sell to the same markets. This

is a very common phenomenon. This can be

characterised by the Weber model, whereby

the major input±output trading linkages of

the ® rm in question are frequently with ® rms

located at a signi ® cant distance away from

the location at which the ® rm in question is

optimally situated. If ® rms at the same pos-

ition in a particular industr ial hierarchy not

only have primarily the same major input±

output trading linkages but also require the

same kinds of labour skills, then all of these

® rms will optimally locate at the same spatial

point, unless this clustering process itself

forces up local factor prices such that local

ef® ciency wages become uncompetitive.

Examples here are steel producers, oil

re ® neries, Nissan in Tennessee and Toyota in

Kentucky, electronics manufacturers in Scot-

land’ s Silicon Glen, and most manufacturing

® rms producing well-de ® ned non-changing

products. Yet, what we would observe here,

is that the level of their mutual input±output

trading relationships will be more or less

zero, unless the calculated optimum location

happened to be close to either a ® rm’ s sup-

pliers or its customers. This accounts for the

paradoxes mentioned at the beginning of the

paper.

If hierarchy-coordination costs are the ma-

jor cost concern of the ® rm, then it is likely

that ® rms in similar production sectors, al-

though frequently at different points in the

production hierarchy, will be grouped to-

gether spatially. `Similar’ in this sense im-

plies that the various ® rms intend to perform

some service or activity at some point in the

production hierarchy of the general kind of

good being produced by the sector located

there, rather than the ® rms necessarily being

in the same SIC sector. In this case, we may

well observe strong local inter- ® rm trading

relationships. On the other hand, if hier-

archy-coincidence opportunity costs are the

major cost concern of the ® rm, then it is

likely that ® rms in a variety of production

sectors, although frequently at the same point

in their respective production hierarchy, will

be grouped together spatially, e.g. ® rms sell-

ing a variety of products, or different kinds

of household service supplier ® rms, such as

car repairs, plumbing and household elec-

trics. This will be the case where the con-

sumers do not have well-de ® ned contracts

with particular supplier ® rms. Therefore, the

® rms lower down the production hierarchy

are themselves attempting to maximise the

coincidence of their own potential hier-

archies by their locational behaviour. In this

case, although we will not observe strong

inter-® rm trading relationships amongst ® rms

at the same relative position in the hierarchy,

we may well observe strong local trading

linkages with ® rms at different points in the

hierarchy.

In either of these cases where hierarchies

are not well-de ® ned, ® rms will tend to group
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together in space, in order to ensure that the

appropriate information transactions can take

place. However, although these phenomena

are quite different from one another, they are

usually both referred to as information econ-

omies of agglomeration. Furthermore, as we

have already seen, many clustering situations

are wrongly characterised as localisation or

urbanisation economies, when the cost rea-

son for such clustering has little or nothing to

do with the location of other local ® rms, but

rather is due to the relationship between local

factor ef® ciency prices and the cost consider-

ations dependent on the location of suppliers

and customers in totally different regions.

The result is that authors then wrongly at-

tempt to account for this observed spatial

clustering in terms of hypothesised infor-

mation economies, in situations in which this

is simply not appropriate, such as the as-

sumed comparison in some of the literature

between Silicon Glen in Scotland, and Sili-

con Valley in California. The problem here is

that the existing Marshallian de® nition of the

various types of agglomeration economies,

unfortunately does not re¯ ect the different

types of costs which a ® rm will be attempt-

ing to economise on by its locational behav-

iour. Therefore, the standard characterisation

of localisation and urbanisation economies

are de® nitions which not only may include

two or more very different types of cost

issue, but whose particular composition of

such issues may change depending on the

situation. For example, either the reduced

opportunity costs of hierarchy coincidence,

or the reduced hierarchy-negotiation oppor-

tunity costs, which may come about through

clustering, will be de® ned as either econom-

ies of localisation or economies of urbanisa-

tion, simply depending on the SIC de® nition

of the businesses concerned. By using these

existing de ® nitions , not only is it not possible

to distinguish exactly which of the particular

hierarchy-cost economies are being realised,

but also it is not possible to indicate whether

one or more of these economies are being

realised. What is needed is a rede® nition of

the various forms of agglomeration econom-

ies, so that they coincide with the various

forms of cost issues on which ® rms will be

attempting to economise when choosing their

location.

Of the above four types of costs which are

associated with location, the ® rst type,

namely the distance-transaction costs, can

result in clustering behaviour which is inde-

pendent of the characteristics of the local

area. As such, the individual ® rm is not

achieving any form of transactions agglomer-

ation economies of scale dependent on the

existence of other ® rms in the same area, and

such clustering is purely the incidental result

of optimising behaviour. We can call this

phenomenon simply industr ial clustering.

However, if the calculated optimal location

of the ® rm, as calculated on a homogeneous

plain, results in a location close to either a

® rm’ s suppliers or customers, then we can

rightly term this agglomeration economies of

proximity, in that the result has been due to

the economising of distance between the

® rms in question.

The second type of costs which are associ-

ated with location are the location-speci® c

factor ef® ciency costs, and these may or may

not be associated with the existing level of

industr ial concentration (see note 2). An ex-

ample of this difference would be the case

where a region which initially has a large

concentration of industry and a resulting

highly-skilled local labour force, then faces a

severe ¯ ight of capital which leaves behind

large pools of unemployed resources. Five or

ten years later, new investment may ® nd it

once again economical to re-invest in the

region which at this later time no longer has

an existing industrial agglomeration, but

which still retains a skilled labour force due

to the economic history of the region. In such

a situation, where many ® rms now locate at

the same place in order to economise on such

training costs, it is appropriate to refer to this

phenomenon simply as local factor-

ef® ciency clustering. Only where it is clear

that the existing level of agglomeration is the

cause of the existing factor-ef® ciency prices

can we rightly talk about agglomeration fac-

tor ef® ciencies.

The latter two forms of locational costs,
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namely hierarchy-coordination costs and hi-

erarchy-coincidence opportunity costs are al-

ways dependent on the existing number of

the other ® rms and/or households at a loca-

tion. If ® rms cluster together in order to

reduce such costs, then they will indeed be

realising agglomeration economies of scale,

as traditionally de ® ned. We can therefore say

that such locational behaviour allows these

® rms to achieve agglomeration economies of

coordination and market agglomeration

economies, respectively.

What we see, therefore, is that there are

four different types of industr ial clustering

behaviour, of which there are two types

which may involve agglomeration econom-

ies, and two types which will involve ag-

glomeration economies. Importantly, there

are many occasions in which the former two

types of clustering behaviour will not involve

agglomeration economies, in as much as

such behaviour will not depend on the exist-

ing size of the urban concentration. This is

what accounts for the paradoxes mentioned

at the beginning of the paper.

Conclusions

This paper proposes that the way we should

distinguish between, and then discuss a

® rm’ s various locational costs depends on

the question of the de® nitional stability of the

products produced and the production and

consumption hierarchy in which a ® rm will

® nd itself. In order to do this, it is necessary

to assume that a ® rm comprises two quite

different production functions, namely a lin-

ear input±output production function for

goods, and a variable propor tions production

function for factor inputs . Using this as the

philosophical benchmark, it is then possible

to use the various strands of existing microe-

conomic location theory to relate individu-

ally the locational behaviour of the ® rm, to

the nature and pattern of its inter- ® rm trade,

the nature of its information transactions,

and the importance of production factor

ef® ciencies. This approach therefore allows

us to discuss the conditions under which

clustering will take place in the same manner

as discussing the condition s in which cluster-

ing will not take place. This is not possible

using the existing Marshallian de® nitions of

agglomeration. Furthermore, this approach

also allows the previously mentioned ob-

served paradoxes to be resolved. To quote

Stahl (1991, p. 769):

¼ it appears that the classical Weber

paradigm, including its major extensions

allowing for input substitution ¼ is by

now well understood. Nonconvexities in

the producers’ location strategies are very

likely. They tend to lead to locations at

input, or output market locations, or at

nodes in a network of transportation

routes. Thus in retrospect it appears that

far too much emphasis has been paid to

the characterisation of non-existing opti-

mal solutions to the location problem,

namely intermediate locations.

I disagree completely with both of these

contentions. I would suggest that the under-

lying implications of the principle of input

substitution in location models have not at all

been well understood, because the locational

implications of the question of hierarchy sta-

bility has not been made suf ® ciently clear.

This leads to misunderstandings regarding

agglomeration economies such that, as least

as far as manufacturing is concerned, inter-

mediate locations are indeed the norm.

Notes

1. If a single large ® rm can eithe r purchase
goods in bulk economic quantitie s, thereby
reducin g its own transpor tation costs, or al-
ternative ly, can innovate at a faster rate than
smaller ® rms, then there is nothing inher-
ently spatia l about these phenomena as far as
agglomeration is concern ed, unless the size
of a single ® rm produce s loca l externa l
bene ® ts for other ® rms. Such bene ® ts will be
realised as economies of urbanisa tion and
localisat ion for other ® rms, as normally
de ® ned. As such , economies of scale are one
particula r potentia l cause of agglomeration
economies, along with many others (which
may be historica l, topographical , legal) ,
rather than a distincti ve form of agglomer-
ation economy in its own right.

2. The initia l costs of investin g at a locatio n can
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also be incorpo rated into this product ion
function . These are one-off costs incurred
each time a relocation occurs . Costs such as
labour-t raining or re-traini ng and severance
pay, plus real-esta te service s can simply be
included in the imputed stream of wage and
renta l costs through the standard discoun ting
techniqu es. The costs of such labour training
and land acquisiti on depend primarily on the
history of the local economic environment,
and as such , they may or may not have been
related to the phenomenon of agglomeration .
If the region had a recent history of industri al
agglomeration , then an existin g local skilled
workforc e will reduce initial training costs,
and consequ ently increas e ef® ciency wages,
ceteris paribus, althoug h crowded labour and
land markets will have the revers e effect .
Similarly , a lack of previou s industri al in-
vestment may raise these initia l training
costs, althoug h long-term wages and rents
may be lower. It is these initial costs which
Krugman (1991) refer s to as `set-up ’ costs.
(For most ® rms, however, the sum total of
these costs is negligib le with respec t to the
total running costs of the plant, over the
lifetime of a plant’ s location at a particul ar
place.) Distance per se , plays no role here,
other than de ® ning the commuting area over
which labou r may be acquired .

3. In the location -speci ® c factor-e f® ciency
paradigm, the producti on facto r product ivity
for a ® rm is necessar ily implicitly discussed
with respect to a particul ar output , since a
production functio n itself depend s on the
quantiti es and prices of the good produced
by the factors . Differen t product s produced
will alter the ® rm ’ s product ion function .

4. The ® rm will attempt to balanc e the margina l
bene ® ts of the withholding of information
(monopoly knowledge power of a certain
product) with the marginal bene ® ts of the
sharing of information (possibl e inclusion in
a new producti on syndica te and hierarch y).

5. However , such industrial sectors frequent ly
do attempt to locate any of their activitie s
which are based on standard ised product s
and hierarch ies to alternati ve lower-cost lo-
cations ; e.g. standard ised electron ics goods
manufactu ring operations, househo ld per-
sonal retail banking services , and the basic
dyeing and tanning of cloth and hides. In
each of these cases, the stable and clear
de® nition of the product produced and the
hierarch y in which the ® rm carrying out
these particular activitie s are existin g over
time, allowing the ® rm to conside r the ques-
tion of the optimum locatio n within a well-
de® ned theoreti cal framework. Such
activitie s with clearly de ® ned product s and

hierarch ies tend to be de® ned as `low-level ’
activitie s, whereas those with continuo usly
changing product s and hierarch ies tend to be
de ® ned as `high-le vel’ activitie s. The result-
ing observa tion is that `low-level ’ activity
® rms tend to exist in lower-cost peripher al
regions , whereas high-lev el activity ® rms
tend to be located in centra l regions . This
phenomenon was acknowledged in the prod-
uct-cycl e literatur e (Vernon , 1966), althoug h
the crucia l poin t about the various stages of
the product cycle , is that the product ion hier-
archy becomes more clearly de ® ned as we
move through the cycle. The fundamenta l
poin t of this paper , is that such location al
behaviour is neither a question of industri al
secto r nor of information transmission per
se, but rathe r a questio n of hierarch ical sta-
bility.

6. This form of location al behavio ur then be-
comes a questio n of intra-urban locatio n
rather than a questio n of inter-reg ional loca-
tion. W ithin this con ® ned context , sellers
will then decide how their intra-ur ban loca-
tion affects the combined sum of input costs ,
transacti ons costs and the opportu nity costs
associat ed with not being at a poin t of coin-
cidenc e of the maximum number of con-
sumer hierarch ical chains . An exception to
this principl e is the case of mail-orde r ® rms.
Instead of locatin g at the populati on point,
they locate whereve r they regard as the most
cost-ef ® cient site, when adding up the loca l
factor costs plus the total costs incurre d in
contacti ng potentia l consumers via the posta l
service . Here, the postal service is used as
the way of ensurin g the coincidence of the
maximum number of hierarch ical chains of
producti on and consumption .

7. Two ® rms can be de® ned as being as at the
same positio n in a product ion and consump-
tion hierarch y if the nature of both the input
product s they buy and outpu t product s they
produce is similar . However, if two ® rms
only coincid e in terms of eithe r their inputs
or outputs , then we can only say that the
® rms will be at the same hierarch ical pos-
ition at whicheve r particul ar linkage poin t
we are discussing.
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Appendix 1

A ® rst alternati ve way of defending the model is
to say that the de ® ned continuo us, or even partial ,
substitu tibility of M1 for M 2, and the consequ ent
justi ® cation for choosing I1 and I2 as possible
input sources , is that the consumer R is com-
pletely indifferent as to the actual physica l make-
up of good M 3, as long as it is comprised of M 1

and M2; consequ ently, R is still willing to pay a
price c3 for the good M3, whateve r its compo-
sition . Yet, if the ratio of c2:c1 is of the order of
10 000 (such price ratios are not uncommon in
modern manufacturing industry ), then in this
schem a M 3 would be more or less 99.99 per cent
composed of M 1. However, this degree of substi -
tutibilit y between M 1 and M 2 implies that, to all

intents and purpose s, M 1 and M 2 are perfec t sub-
stitutes as far as R is concern ed. Therefore , the
restricti on that M 3 5 f (M 1,M2), where M 1 and M 2

are continu ously substitut able inputs , is purely
arbitrary , given its apparen t fundamental import-
ance in de ® ning the W eberian triangle . We might
just as well say M 3 5 f (M 1) and M 3 5 f (M 2),
under which conditions there is no rational e either
for the ® rm K as we have de® ned it, or the
location al problem as set, to exist. Furthermore,
this genera l conclusi on is not altered even if we
allow for only partia l substitu tibility of purchases.
The reason is that under these latte r conditions,
the justi ® cation for the model still depend s cru-
cially on the assumption that over the domain of
substitut ibility , the ® nal consumer is indifferent as
to the physica l make-up of the ® nal good M 3. In
other words , the variou s possible mixes of M 1

and M 2 combine to produc e what, by de® nition of
their being made up from a particul ar combinatio n
of differen t product s M1 and M 2, are actually
heteroge neous goods. These heterog eneous goods
are then treated as being perfec t substitu tes for
one another .

Hoover and Giarratan i (1985 , p. 32) attempt to
justify the existin g model by taking the example
of a stee l mill, which uses eithe r processed iron or
scrap iron as metallic inputs . In this case ª ¼ it is
possible to step up the proport ion of scrap at times
when scrap is cheap and to design furnaces to use
large r proporti ons of scrap at loca-tions where it
is expected to be relativel y cheap . In almost any
manufacturing process , in fact, there is at leas t
some leeway for respond ing to differences in
relative costs of inputs. º However, both of these
inputs are basicall y the same good . Therefore , it is
not at all clear why it is necessa ry to assume
either non-linear marginal substitut ibility , or a
producti on functio n which must be comprised of
both inputs . This example does not indicate a
substitut ion principl e which is generall y appli-
cable to manufacturing .

Appendix 2

The same kind of problem arises if we were to say
that for a single specified output good M 3, the
model parameters m 1 and m2 could represen t not
single specifie d input product s M 1 and M 2, but
rathe r simply the tota l weights of any materials
produce d by each poin t I1 and I2 which are
shipped to K . In this scenario, the firms I1 and
I2 could be able to produce a variety of goods , and
the prices c1 and c2 would simply reflec t the
averag e source price of the (weighted ) basket of
goods shipped from I1 and I2 to K , respecti vely .
However, this scenario also makes the model
unworkable . There are two reasons for this. First,
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as the relativ e quantity of materia l shipped
from each input source changes , then it is imposs-
ible for us to know that the weighted average
source price stays constant . Secondly , the pro-
duction functio n of the firm K is defined in terms
of the weights of inputs consumed with respec t to
the weight of output produce d. Yet, if these inputs
are simply the aggrega ted weights of a composite

commodity , then the characte ristic s of K ’ s pro-
duction functio n depend solely on the product ion
flexibili ty of the input firms. As such , K does not
have its own indepen dent product ion function ,
and thus has no economic meaning as a firm.

Appendix 3

For a particul ar produc t produce d by a firm, how
is it possible to have increasing or decreas ing
returns to scale in purchases, when outputs and
purchas es are defined in terms of weights? Cer-
tainly , if the level of technology embodied in the

producti on process of the firm increase d, then it
would be possible to achiev e an increase in the
return s of purchases. Examples of this phenom-
enon would be the case of a new catalytic method
of converti ng and combining chemicals which
allows a reduced wastage of chemical inputs , or a
new method of packaging inputs which reduces
the weight of materia l to be discarde d. Yet, these
are not question s of return s to scale per se. They
are technologica l change s associat ed with time
and possibly firm size, if the costs of investin g in
such technology are high . At a point in time, such
a technologica l change would appea r as a discon-
tinuity in the input±outpu t product ion function ,
whereby there would be a one-off increas e in
efficienc y. However, for any given level of pro-
duction technology, the producti on function for
materia l purchas es can only be a linear functio n
of each particul ar output good produced. There-
fore, the aggregat e regiona l product ion functio n
for purchas es and outpu t is also a linea r function .
This is the basis of input±output analysis .




